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SPONSORSHIP and FUNDRAISING APPLICATION PROPOSAL . 

 
We do kindly hereby requesting you for funding the above-mentioned sponsorship for UNITED AFRICAN 

BROTHERS. This is the time for our talent to be seen starting from Africa and then spread to the rest of 

the world. We are also keen not to waste this chance but lack of funds is now the blockage to successes. 

 

Our main problem is lack of sound system, concert financing, recording and video shooting payment 

because we have no much potential to solve this financial dilemma. We had been hardly launched some 

more shows in Nairobi and recorded our songs and are played around by the listeners or our fans, 

Miraya FM Radio and Sudan Radio both Sudan and Kenya for the entertainment and message giving on 

the key issue of peaceful election, implementation of CPA particularly in Sudan, HIV/AIDS Awareness 

and so many issues not mentioned. 

 

We are proud to be appreciated and encouraged to add some more messages through music but the 

situation is on our neck financially since we are all still in colleges. 

  

This project is fully meant to improve all our roads to success by giving chance of destroying the bridge 

that blocked our ways as long as you will be considered us  

 

In order for us to achieve the above aspiration, objectives and goals, we honestly appeal to you to avail 

your support to our Organization which is UNITED AFRICAN BROTHERS. 

 

Meanwhile we look forward to hear from you as soon as possible, your whole-hearted committed co-

operation will immensely be appreciated for your positive response is our success. 

 

 

 

 

 

Yours faithfully 

Dee Gee & Dogg2 

 

 

ADDRESSES:-  

Telephone: +254727775343/ 

Email: unitedafricanboyz@yahoo.co.uk  
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 

We United African Brothers  are two Sudanese lost and found boyz; namely Dee Gee & Dogg2, 

aged 24 and 25yrs old living in Nairobi. During the time when war was the headline in Sudan, we were 

captured by SPLA so that we shall be trained for the future war. I myself Dee Gee was carried on head by 

soldiers because I was too young to walk. Some more boyz and I were taken toward Ethiopia border to a 

town called Pichalle and kept there till 1991. 

 

After a short season, a war broke out in Ethiopia when the current prime minister took over then we 

fled to Kenya followed our route to Boma town then to Nairus and entered Kenya through Lokichioggio 

and received by UNHCR for resettlement in Kakuma Refugees Camp in 1992. 

 

UNITED AFRICAN BROTHER is a neither political nor propit making Organization. It is a youth 

Organization aimed to support young people around Africa. It had not registered due to lack of capital. 

The logo needs to be modernized. 

 

 

BRIEFS ON MUSIC 
 

There are two main entertainments in the world, which are music, comedy and sports. 

 By getting into one of these does not mean the act of committing to an offence or being a street child 

but a talent. We actually beg you parents not to get us wrong but contributing more advices and 

support on how we can carry out this talent since no seed can germinates without water. 

 

 

BRIEFS ON THE SHOWS OR CONCERTS 

 
Show motivates both youth and parents especially when they watch their children at the stage during 

the talent orientation. It also keeps youth busy in much practice to enhance their creativities time to 

time for the better. It is also an examination of the talent and it is where you come to realize your 

performance whether you are in a right position or not depending on how you see the fans cheering of 

you during your physical play. 

 

OUR MISSION IN MUSIC 

 

• Our mission is to build up our music stronger, be more loved by the listener in all areas that 

music matters. 

• Promote peace by advising people of Africa to remain united and give peaceful elections 

chances in Africa through music. 

• Support young people by mobilizing them to see how potential they are 
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OUR VISSION 
 

Our vision is to see some changes ac crossed our life for the new bright picture, change and help others 

OUR GOAL 
 

• Our goal is to be best artist in giving a clear message starting from Sudan and catch up with the 

rest of the world artists and also as an Organization, our goal is to support young people across 

Africa educationally, musical supports, entrepreneurship support to be self reliance and many 

others young people ought to practice for their bright future. 

 

Down is the research we conducted in Nairobi South Sudan and Uganda. 

  

 

RESEARCH RESULTS ON EAST AFRICA YOUTH  
 

Corresponding to the research that we conducted on Sudanese youth living in East Africa, we found out 

that most of the youth are having talent for their future that will turn to be the proud of Southern Sudan 

of tomorrow but lack of sponsorship was the failure. The talents comprise the followings: 

 

1. Drama entertainers – Some youth have this talent to entertain people by making time for laugh, 

awareness & learn. 

2. Fashion show for girls and young men competition – This is very clear competition in the world 

which also promotes people from nowhere to somewhere. Take the example of TYRA of United 

State. 

3. Actors & Actresses: they have also shouted out their case to us. This section is a long-term goal 

and very difficult but results in a wonderful future taking the example of Nigerian actors and 

actresses. 

4. 4.Girl of the season or the annual show competition: - the girl of the season or the girl of the 

year means three different categories 

 The most beautiful girl at the competition 

 The Winner at Miss Malaika. 

 The best gal in other activities concerning gender like journalism, beauty making like 

salon and other things that gal won in the country and finally be awarded with anything 

that can promotes her in life. 

5. Best Artist Competition: we have so many musicians but there must be the best musician 

selected by competition annually. 

6. Entrepreneurs: Some youth never gone to school and sit idle because not all people in Sudan 

are having alive their mum and dad or they have both but nothing they can help them since they 

are illiterate resulted by lack of chances of education in Southern Sudan since the war was the 

headline. They dream business but no way. 

  

When we interviewed youth individually why they do not speak or play out their talents so that they can 

be heard and seen, the outcome was the same answer that “nobody to promote their talents”. So this 

is the obstacle that restricted their feelings to be implemented or turn them in a useful being. 

By going through this research, it came to our mind as United African Brothers to take this responsibility 

to communicate it to you and any good wisher to help us on how to go about it. 
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BUDGET for planned Concert in Nairobi in December 
 

Code No. Details Currency in SDG Kshs US Dollars 

0001 Venue payment (KICC) 10,000 300,000 3847 

0002 Performing Equipment   1,667   50,000   642 

0003 DJ      333   10,000   129 

0004 Security      183     5,500     71 

0005 Posters designing, printing & 

stamping 

     500   15,000   193 

0006 Nairobi City Council and Permit    1,666     5,000     65 

0007 TOTAL 14,349 385500 4947 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BUDGET for Recording & Video Shooting Sponsorship 

 

Code Object Cost 

0001 Recording per 1audio $200 

0002 Shooting per 1video  $500 

0003 Services per day $005 

 Total $705 

 

Total grant per ALBUM is $705 x 12 = $8460 

 

 

Hope your positive help donation will rain upon us and we shall be very grateful for the entire grant you 

will work out for us to brighten our future and success. 

 

Account Details: 

 

Account Name:  Kuoth Char Kuoth 

Account No. 0260194375703 

Equity Bank 

Nairobi - Kenya 
 

 

WHATEVER YOU WILL AFFORD FOR US WILL BE HIGHLY APPRECIATED. 
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Dee Gee     Dogg2  Dogg2   Dee Gee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

United African Brothers – D. Squares 

Dee Gee & Dogg2 

Email: unitedafricanboyz@yahoo.co.uk 

 Tel:  254727775343/249927569480 
 

 

 


